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Simulation of structure and interaction forces for surfaces coated
with grafted chains in a compressible solvent
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Lennard-Jones chains grafted to solid surfaces in a supercritical solvent are simulated with a
continuum grand canonical Monte Carlo method. The force of interaction between two surfaces is
calculated as a function of solvent density and temperature and analyzed as a function of the
conformational properties of the grafted chains. At high, liquidlike bulk solvent densities, the chains
are solvated and the interaction forces are repulsive. As the solvent density is lowered, the chains
collapse, and the surfaces become attractive, indicating flocculation. The critical flocculation density
coincides with the critical solution density for a bulk mixture of chains and solvent~corrected for
local density enhancement!. The bulk critical solution density, in turn, corresponds to the
coil-to-globule transition of a single chain in bulk solution. The predicted correspondence between
these properties agrees with results from lattice-fluid self-consistent field theory and colloid stability
experiments. In good and poor solvents, the range of the interaction force between surfaces is much
longer than the length of the grafted chains, due to expulsion of solvent from the interface as the
surfaces are compressed. Very similar ranges were seen for forces measured with the surface forces
apparatus in liquid solvent@G. Hadziioannouet al., J. Am. Chem. Soc.108, 2869~1986!#. © 1998
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!70439-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Polymers grafted irreversibly to the surface of colloid
particles prevent flocculation when solvent conditions are
vorable. Also grafted chains are a good model for stron
adsorbing block copolymers. Most simulations of polyme
do not include solvent, but mimic the effect of solvent qu
ity by changing temperature to vary the relative importan
of attraction and repulsion between chain segments
vacuum. This approach is valid for phase behavior near
upper critical solution temperature~UCST!, since this type of
phase separation is driven by energetic differences betw
the solvent and chain. However, in a supercritical flu
polymer mixture, the lower critical solution temperatu
~LCST! phase boundary often plays a central role. Beca
solvent compressibility and entropy drive LCST phase
havior in a supercritical fluid, the solvent must be includ
explicitly in the simulation, which significantly increases th
computational requirements.

There are many applications for colloid stabilization
supercritical fluids, including dispersion and emulsi
polymerization,1–4 coatings formed by rapid expansion fro
supercritical solution, formation of submicron polymeric pa
ticles in spray processes,5,6 preparation of drug carriers, an
extraction of hydrophiles with water-in-CO2 microemulsions
and emulsions.7 Because of weak van der Waals interactio
CO2 is a poor solvent for many surfactants and stabilize
Therefore, designing stabilizers for the interface betwe
CO2 and a dispersed phase is a significant challenge. A
to further development of these technologies is a fundam
tal understanding of colloid stability and the structure
6420021-9606/98/109(15)/6424/11/$15.00
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grafted polymers in a compressible supercritical solvent. U
like the case for liquid solvents, a supercritical solvent offe
an opportunity to adjust solvent quality continuously at co
stant temperature and solvent composition, by varying
pressure~density!.

Monte Carlo~MC! simulation is well-suited for an open
system, where solvent partitions between bulk and interfa
regions. However, the MC technique in an explicit solve
requires an efficient chain movement algorithm, like the co
tinuum configurational bias~CCB! method.8 Recently studies
have included solvent explicitly and utilized the CC
method to study athermal grafted chains in monomer
polymer solvent,9 chain collapse, and phase behavior
Lennard-Jones~LJ! chains in bulk polymer solution near th
LCST,10–12 and the swelling of athermal gels.13

In a supercritical solvent, Lunaet al.11 found that a
single chain collapses from a random coil to a globular str
ture as solvent density is decreased, since less solve
available to screen attractive intrachain interactions. A c
to-globule transition temperature and density~C-GTT and
C-GTD! were identified as the point where binary attracti
and repulsive intrachain interactions cancel~a quasi-ideal
chain!. The C-GTT for a single chain was shown to corr
spond well with both the UCST and LCST for LJ chains
solution.

Lattice-fluid self-consistent field theory~LFSCF! shows
that in a supercritical solvent, chains grafted to a surfa
collapse under the influence of attractive interactions as
vent density is lowered. The solvent expands away from
surface, into the lower density bulk region, to ga
4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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6425J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 15, 15 October 1998 Meredith et al.
entropy.14,15 The collapse of grafted chains precedes ph
separation, or flocculation, of the surfaces, just as colla
and phase separation occur in bulk solutions. LFSCF the
predicts that when two surfaces with grafted polymer
compressed together, the free energy is repulsive at high
vent density~good solvent!, but becomes attractive at th
upper critical solution density~UCSD! for the polymer in
bulk solution. The UCSD is the critical density correspon
ing to the LCST. Light scattering of emulsions in CO2 sta-
bilized by polymeric surfactants show that the flocculati
density coincides with the UCSD.16,17

The simulation of forces between polymer coated s
faces can provide physical insight into the mechanism
steric stabilization in supercritical fluids. The simulation18

and theory19 of grafted polymers in liquid solvents have be
reviewed. Structural properties of grafted polymer layer ha
been simulated under good,9,20,21theta,20,21 and poor solvent
conditions.20–23 There are only a few simulation studies
the force or free energy of interaction between grafted po
mer layers.24,25 These simulations were performed for athe
mal systems in vacuum under good~implicit! solvent condi-
tions. We know of no force calculations for grafted chai
under theta or poor solvent conditions, or in an explicit s
vent, which are necessary to model colloids realistically
liquids and supercritical fluids.

A key goal of this work is to determine the relationsh
between the critical density of chains in bulk solution and
flocculation density of our model colloidal surfaces. Anoth
objective is to relate structural changes of the grafted la
and the flocculation behavior as solvent density is decrea
We utilize the semigrand canonical ensemble to per
equilibration of solvent between the bulk phase and
grafted layer. First, we investigate chain collapse as den
is lowered by calculating the end-to-end distance for a sin
grafted chain, and we compare these results to the collap
LJ chains in bulk solution, available from previous work.10,11

In addition, we present a method to calculate the force
interaction between two coated surfaces. Forces between
faces are then calculated in vacuum, and compared to p
ous results.24 These simulations provide a reference for t
next section which addresses the effects of explicit solv
For systems containing explicit solvent, forces are presen
at a series of temperatures and densities spanning the go
poor solvent regimes. The critical flocculation density~CFD!
is identified and compared to the UCSD in bulk solutio
known from previous simulations.11 Conformational proper-
ties such as end-to-end distance and segment density d
butions normal to the walls are used to explain the beha
of the forces. The range of the forces is compared to
measured with the surface forces apparatus in liq
solvents.26 We identify general trends in the range of collo
dal forces as a function of solvent quality, applicable to b
liquid and supercritical solvents. These simulations lend
portant insight into the physics and structure of polymers
interfaces in a solvent, which is currently unavailable fro
experiment for highly compressible solvents.
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II. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

A. Parameters

In this study the chains are fully flexible and consist
tangent LJ segments with a constant bond length ofs and the
solvents are LJ monomers. The segment–segment LJ po
tial is cut atr c and shifted such that the energy is zero f
r c>2.5s, as indicated in Eq.~1!,

u~r i j !

5H 4« i j F S s i j

r i j
D 12

2S s i j

r i j
D 6

2S s i j

r c
D 12

1S s i j

r c
D 6G r<r c

0 r .r c

.

~1!

In this symmetric system, solvent and chain segments h
equal volume (sss5scc5scs51) and energy parameter
(«ss5«cc5«cs51 kBT). A neutrally energetic system allow
for focus on LCST phase transitions which are caused
solvent compressibility and are entropic in nature. In co
trast, UCST phase transitions are caused primarily by e
getic differences between solvent and chain segments. T
perature, pressure, and density were reduced with the
parameters in the usual manner, i.e.,T* 5TkB /«, P*
5Ps3/«, r* 5rs3, wherer is the number density. Confor
mational properties and forces were calculated forT*
51.15, 1.3, 1.5, and 2.0, and for 0.1,r* ,0.5. For compari-
son, the pure solvent critical properties areTc* 51.08 and
rc* 50.31, for the cut-and-shifted LJ potential.27

Figure 1 is a schematic of the cubic simulation bo
which has two impenetrable walls normal to thez-axis and
for periodic boundary walls. The two hard walls have sid
of length L, but the distance between the walls,z, varies.
Each of the solid walls havenc chains grafted at random
positions, each of lengthN. In most casesnc520– 30 and
N520, although we also present results for longer ch
lengths ofN540 and 60. More important than the number
grafted chains is the grafting density,ra5nc /L2, which was
0.1, a value used in previous simulations.23–25 Grafting den-
sity can be conveniently reduced with respect to the b
radius-of-gyration,Rg , with ra* 5rapRg

2. A mushroom-to-
brush transition, where chains grafted to a single surface
gin to overlap laterally, occurs atra* 51. In this work, ra

50.1 corresponds to 1,ra* ,5, depending on solvent den

FIG. 1. Schematic of the simulation box showing a configuration snaps
at T* 51.3, rs* 50.3, andN520. For clarity the size of the chain segmen
is reduced and the solvent is not shown. The critical point of the solven
Tc* 51.08,rc* 50.31, andPc* 50.1.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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6426 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 15, 15 October 1998 Meredith et al.
sity and chain length. Experiments commonly havera* val-
ues between 1 and 20.28 At higherra* values the efficiency of
the Monte Carlo technique suffers considerably. In all of
simulations,L>N/2, to prevent artificial intrachain interac
tions; for example,L514.14s for ra50.1, nc520, andN
520.

B. Semigrand canonical ensemble simulations

The solvent is moved by random displacements, a
moves are accepted according to the standard Metrop
Monte Carlo criterion.29 Chain movement is considerab
more difficult, especially at higher solvent densities; we u
two methods to generate chain conformations. The first s
ment of a chain was grafted to a wall at a random site,
was not allowed to move. Chain segments 2 throughN/2
were moved by using a ‘‘crankshaft’’ routine, which pe
forms a random rotation about the axis passing through
center of the neighboring segments. The chain half farth
from the wall,N/211 to N, was moved by using the CCB
algorithm. We use both CCB and ‘‘crankshaft’’ moves b
cause the efficiency of CCB alone is poor for regrowing
entire chain, considering the high chain density that devel
near the wall. The CCB method consists of cutting the ch
at some randomly selected site. The chain is then del
from this site to the end is then regrown site by site until
original length is restored. For each site to be regrown,Nsamp

trial orientations of the connecting bond vector are gen
ated, andnsamp56 – 16, with higherNsamp values needed a
high densities and chain lengths. The possible position
each appended site are sought uniformly on a spherical
face centered at the previous existing site. This method
selecting the new site position favors nonoverlapping, lo
energy configurations and thus introduces a bias that mus
removed to ensure microscopic reversibility. This is acco
plished by introducing the appropriate weights into t
acceptance/rejection criteria. Details on the computer im
mentation of the CCB method and its capabilities and lim
tations have been presented elsewhere.30,31

To simulate the equilibrium of solvent between the bu
phase and interfacial region, simulations were performed
semigrand canonical ensemble,29 with nc , ms* , V, and T*
constant, wherems* is the reduced solvent chemical potent
(ms* 5ms /«). Values ofms* were determined for the pur
bulk solvent at a givenT* and rs* , where rs* is solvent
density, using the Widom particle insertion method in a
nonical ensemble.32 Thesems* values, given in Fig. 2, were
used to fix the solvent chemical potential in the semigra
ensemble grafted-chain simulations. For comparison, we
clude in Fig. 2ms* –rs* isotherms from the Johnson equatio
of state27 for LJ monomers. Because of the proximity to th
critical temperature (Tc* 51.08), the Johnson equation o
state does not fully capture the flat portion of thems* curve
near the critical density (rc* 50.31). During the course of th
simulation, solvent insertions and removals are attemp
with a specified rate, and trial moves are accepted or reje
according to the standard grand canonical prescription.29 The
solvent bulk density was used to determine the initial num
of sovlent molecules in the box. Convergence to the sp
fied ms* , which is reasonably fast, was monitored by calc
Downloaded 03 Mar 2007 to 128.104.198.190. Redistribution subject to A
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lating the solvent chemical potential by using Widom pa
ticle insertion,29 and by calculating the average density of t
solvent. We tested the method by ensuring that conform
tional properties of single chains in solvent were the sam
both canonicalNVT and semigrand canonical ensembles.

The simulation was initialized by first choosing th
grafting sites at random on each surface, with the restric
that sites not be placed closer thanL/Anc. This ensures tha
grafting sites cover the surface in a relatively uniform ma
ner. ThenN chain segments were grown in a stretched c
formation in a nonoverlapping manner on each grafting s
The initially stretched conformation facilitates equilibratio
and helps to avoid ‘‘locked’’ configurations.23 Longer chains
(N560) were equilibrated by starting with an equilibrate
layer of N520 chains, and then adding five segments a
time to randomly selected chains by using the CCB al
rithm, until all chains hadN560. Solvent was added to th
box next, in a random fashion, while avoiding overlap w
other segments. The frequency of attempted moves was
CCB, 35% CS, 10% solvent displacement, 10% solvent
sertion, and 10% solvent removal. Acceptance rates w
found to be 5%–20% for chains, 10%–40% for solvent d
placement, and 5%–30% for solvent insertion and remo
with the lower rates at high densities. Equilibration was d
fined by fluctuations of less than 0.5% for energy and a f
% for end-to-end distance. For a bulk solvent density ran
of 0.1,rs* ,0.5, 5 – 253106 attempted moves were re
quired for equilibration. Average properties were collect
over 20– 1503106 attempted moves, and the box contain
between 1000 and 4000 segments. The end-to-end dista
radius-of-gyration, and volume fraction profiles agreed w
other workers for grafted chains in vacuum.23

C. Force calculation

The configurational force per unit area is found wi
the standard virial calculation for pressure,F/a
52((wi j /(3V), wherewi j 52 r̂ i j – f̂ i j 5 r̂ i j –¹̂u(r i j ) is the
virial and f̂ i j and r̂ i j are the force and distance vectors b
tween segmentsi and j. We desire only thez-component of

FIG. 2. Solvent chemical potential,ms* vs solvent density for the pure LJ
monomer atT* 51.3 and 1.15. The points are calculated with the Wido
particle insertion technique~this work! and the lines are the Johnson equ
tion of state~Ref. 27! shown for comparison.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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6427J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 15, 15 October 1998 Meredith et al.
force normal to the hard walls,Fz /a, and thus we need th
z-component of the virial,wz,i j 5r z,i j (du/drz,i j ), wherer z,i j

is thez-component of the distance vector. Substituting in
potential into the force expressions yields

Fz

a
52

1

V(
i

(
j . i

wz,i j

5
4«

V (
i

(
j . i

r z,i j
2 F12s12

r i j
14 2

12s6

r i j
8 G . ~2!

Equation~2! includes only the configurational contribution
force. The ideal gas~kinetic! term for thez-component of
pressure (1/3r* T* ) was added as well.29 The forces pre-
sented in this paper are normalized by subtracting the fo
at ‘‘infinite’’ separation, where the surfaces are far enou
not to affect one another. The statistical error for the for
and conformational properties was taken as the root-me
square fluctuation divided by the square root of the num
of independent data blocks.29

III. RESULTS

A. Conformations of a single isolated chain „ra˜0…

Figure 3 shows the normalized mean squared end-to
distance,R2/N, for single grafted chains in vacuum, for bo
N520 and 40. At all temperatures, the grafted chains
more swollen than single chains in dilute bulk solution~bulk
solution data taken from Ref. 11!, since the hard surfac
excludes volume and eliminates many of the more comp
conformations.33 As temperature (kT/«) is decreased, attrac
tive interactions become more pronounced and the chain
lapses. For an ideal chainR2;N; therefore, the intersection
of theN520 andN540 curves in Fig. 3 defines the C-GTT
where the binary attractive and repulsive interactions eff
tively cancel. For a single chain in bulk solution the C-GT
is 2.5,11,21whereas the C-GTT of the grafted chain shifts to
lower temperature of 2.25. The excluded volume of the s
face creates additional repulsion, requiring a lower tempe
ture to make attraction strong enough for collapse.

FIG. 3. Normalized end-to-end distance squared,R2/N vs reduced tempera
ture,T* 5«/kT, for single chains of lengthN520 and 40 in vacuum. Solid
lines denote a chain grafted to the surface, and dotted lines denote a s
free chain in bulk. The intersection of the curves denotes the coil-to-glo
transition, for grafted and bulk chains, respectively.
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Consider the effect of adding solvent to the system
T* 51.3. Figure 4~a! presentsR2 and the perpendicular (Rz

2)
and parallel (Rx

21Ry
2) components~relative to the surfaces!

for single grafted chains at solvent densities fromrs* 50 to
0.5. For purposes of comparison, values for single chain
bulk solution are included also, whereRx

25Ry
25Rz

25R2/3.
At high density both the grafted and bulk chains are swol
with solvent and adopt expanded conformations, but as
solvent density is decreased, the chain collapses. There
attractive interaction between the surface and the ch
rather it is the diminishing solvent density which drive
chain collapse. Because the bulk solvent chemical poten
decreases with decreasing density, due to increasing entr
the solvent ‘‘expands’’ away from the chain into the bul
With less solvent available to screen attractive chain–ch
interactions, the chain naturally must collapse upon itself.
all densities in Fig. 4~a!, R2 andRz

2 indicate that the grafted
single chain is more swollen than the single chain in bu
again due to the additional excluded volume of the surfa
However, the parallel component ofR2 is almost identical to
the bulk solution case.

At the coil-to-globule transition the chain adopts a qua

gle
le

FIG. 4. ~a! End-to-end distance squared,R2, and its normal and perpendicu
lar components vs solvent density,rs* , for single grafted chain. Dimension
for single chains in bulk solution~dotted lines! are included for comparison
T* 51.3. ~b! Two ratios of a single grafted chain’s dimensions. Binary
tractive and repulsive interactions within the chain effectively cancel~quasi-
ideal! whenRz

2/Rz,bulk
2 52 andR2/6Rg

251.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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6428 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 15, 15 October 1998 Meredith et al.
ideal conformation which is described byk5R2/6Rg
251 for

a single chain in bulk solution.11 At T* 51.3, the C-GTD is
0.39.11 For a single ideal grafted chain, DiMarzio found th
Rz

2/(Rz
2)bulk52.33 Figure 4~b! indicates that for the single

grafted chain in Fig. 4~a!, this ratio of 2 occurs atrs* 50.1.
This C-GTD is depressed far below the bulk C-GTD of 0.3
The large shift in C-GTD occurs due to the presence of
hard wall, which allows only a fraction (1/AN) for an ideal
chain! of the conformations available to a free chain.34 Be-
cause of the excluded volume of the surface, the solv
density where attractive and repulsive interactions within
grafted chain cancel is reduced. Figure 4~b! also presentsk
for the grafted chain, which becomes unity close tors*
50.1, where the DiMarzio ideality condition holds. In add
tion k approaches a value of 1.23 at high densities, compa
to 1.05–1.07 for the bulk case.11 The higherk value for the
grafted chain at high densities indicates the additional n
ideality ~expansion! due to the excluded volume of the su
face.

B. Forces for multiple grafted chains in vacuum

Figure 5 shows the average force per unit area,Fz /a vs
normalized distance,z/2N, when two surfaces coated wit
grafted chains are compressed in vacuum. The force ca
lation begins at a distance large enough that the layers do
interact, which in vacuum is determined by ensuring that
outer layers of tails on each surface are separated by a
tance greater thanr c . For athermal chains~LJ potential trun-
cated atr c521/6), the force for chains withN520 and 60
agrees well with molecular dynamics results for chains w
N5100 at the samera of 0.1.24,25 It appears that chains o
length 20 capture the essential physical features of lon
chains. When the attractive portion of the LJ potential
included, the force is repulsive forT* >2.5 and the transition
from repulsion to attraction occurs betweenT* 52.5 and 2.0.
Flocculation occurs whenFz /A,0. The critical flocculation

FIG. 5. Normal force per unit area,Fz /A vs normalized separation distanc
z/2N, when two surfaces coated with grafted chains are compresse
vacuum. For the athermal case (N520 and 60!, the LJ potential with a
cutoff of r c521/6 is used to eliminate attractive interactions. The molecu
dynamics results of Muratet al. ~Refs. 24, 25! for athermal chains (N
5100) are included for comparison. For all other cases,r c52.5 andN
520. The coil-to-globule transition temperature of a free~bulk! single chain
is 2.5.
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temperature~between 2.5 and 2.0! is close to the C-GTT of
the single grafted chain~2.25!, which in turn is slightly de-
pressed from the C-GTT of a single chain in bulk solve
~2.5!.11 Thus, the flocculation of surfaces coated with graft
polymers is intimately tied to the coil-to-globule, or collap
transition, of a single chain, where the chain becomes qu
ideal. In an analogous manner, bulk phase separation
polymer solutions into high and low density phases is
companied by chain collapse.11,12,35,36Flocculation is a phase
transition in which the two grafted layers attract and form
high density chain region between the surfaces, due to
creasing attractive chain–chain interactions as temperatu
decreased. The interesting result is that the temperatur
either phase separation or flocculation essentially matc
the C-GTT, illustrating the similar nature of the two ph
nomena.

C. Forces and conformational properties in solvent

Figures 6~a! and 6~b! show force vs distance profiles fo
grafted layers in equilibrium with a pure bulk solvent atT*
51.3 and 1.15 for various bulk solvent densities~noted:
Tc* 51.08). At T* 51.3 @Fig. 6~a!#, the force is repulsive a
high density, and becomes attractive atrs* 50.39, which is
consistent with the UCSD~or C-GTD! of 0.39 for abulk
solution at the same temperature. Flocculation occurs clo
to the C-GTD for the chain in bulk solution than to th
C-GTD of the single grafted chain, which is only 0.1. Th
volume excluded by the surface does affect the con

in

r

FIG. 6. Force vs separation distance for two surfaces bearing grafted ch
(N520) in solvent at~a! T* 51.3 and~b! T* 51.15. For comparison, the
coil-to-globule transition density~C-GTD! of a single chain in bulk solution
occurs at~a! rs* 50.39 (T* 51.3) and~b! rs* 50.44 (T* 51.15).
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6429J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 15, 15 October 1998 Meredith et al.
mations of the grafted chains, depressing the C-GTT
C-GTD ~Figs. 2 and 3!, but it does not have a noticeab
effect on the flocculation density. AtT* 51.15, closer to the
solvent critical temperature, there is a similar transition fro
repulsion to attraction as density is decreased@Fig. 6~b!#. The
C-GTD of a single chain in bulk solution is 0.44 atT*
51.15,11 but the surfaces do not become attractive unti
bulk solvent density belowrs* 50.39. At T* 51.15, close to
the critical temperature, flocculation occurs at a bulk den
lower than the bulk UCSD.

Figure 7 is a plot of the excess solvent density at
midpoint of the box, (rs* (z50) –rs* )/rs* vs the solvent den-
sity in the bulk phase,rs* , at a separation of 35s. As density
is decreased towards the solvent critical density (rc*
50.31), the local density of solvent in the middle of the b
is enhanced over the bulk density. The density enhancem
reaches a maximum somewhat below the solvent crit
density and becomes less pronounced as temperature
creased above the critical temperature. Local density
hancement has been observed before in bulk supercri
solutions.37,38The excess adsorption of solvent bears simil
ity to the adsorption of supercritical fluids in pores.39 In our
case the solvent adsorbs into a hairy, polymer coa
‘‘pore,’’ due to attractive interactions with the chain
Experiment,40 simulation,39,41 and theory,39,42 of adsorption
of a supercritical solvent in pores indicate a maximum
adsorbed amount below the critical density. The maximum
excess adsorption is caused by an increase in the correl
length of density fluctuations somewhat below the solv
critical point, which increases the effective range of surfa
attraction.42 Confinement within the pore causes the ma
mum to occur below the bulk solvent critical density.

Local density enhancement near the solvent critical po
effectively increases the solvent quality above that expec
at the bulk solvent density. We will show that this enhan
ment adds resistance to flocculation and enhances the s
ity of colloids at densities below the bulk UCSD~or C-
GTD!. In bulk solution, the UCSD is 0.44 atT* 51.15.11

Figure 7 indicates thatrs* (z50) in the simulation box is

FIG. 7. Excess solvent density at the middle of the box, (rs* (z
50) –rs* )/rs* vs bulk solvent density,rs* , at T* 51.15 and 1.3 (Tr51.06
and 1.2!. Local solvent density enhancement occurs below the critical d
sity of the solvent, 0.31.
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0.44 whenrs* 50.39 in the bulk. Figure 6~b! shows that the
force is still repulsive atrs* 50.39, since the density of sol
vent between the surfaces is 0.44 due to enhancemen
bulk densities lower than 0.39, the solvent density surrou
ing the outer tip of the grafted layer is less than the UC
~Fig. 7!, and the force becomes attractive@Fig. 6~b!#. Ac-
cording to the force data in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!, flocculation
occurs when the solvent densitybetween the two surface
becomes less than the UCSD of the stabilizer in bulk so
tion. The relatively short chains in the simulations pha
separate at low densities, close torc* , where local solvent
density enhancement is significant. Because the stabili
used in experiments are generally much longer than 20
ments, the UCSD is usually 1.6–1.7 times the solvent criti
density.16,17 At these higher densities (rs* >0.5), local sol-
vent density enhancement is minor~Fig. 7! and the critical
flocculation density can be compared directly to the b
solvent density. In Fig. 6~a! at a higher temperature ofT*
5 1.3, thelocal density enhancement is much less sign
cant than in Fig. 6~b! due to the greater thermal energy.
this case, the flocculation density is about the same as
C-GTD of 0.39.

Table I compares the range of the forces in Fig. 6~b! to
the range of forces measured with the surface forces app
tus for surfaces coated with adsorbed poly~vinyl-2-pyridine-
b-polystyrene in liquid solvents.26 The force is considered
nonzero when its magnitude is greater than an error bar
facilitate comparison to the experiments, which measureF/R
for orthogonal crossed cylinders of radiusR, we integrated
the forces in Fig. 6~b! to obtain the free energy. From the
modynamics, the reversible work of compression fromz1 to
z2 is DG* (z)5*z1

z2Fz(z)dz. According to the Derjaguin

approximation,24 the free energy per area for flat plates
equal toF/R for crossed cylinders. Table I shows that th
ranges, normalized byRg of a bulk chain in a good solvent
are very similar for a given solvent quality. This is interes
ing because the experiments correspond to UCST phase
havior and the simulations correspond to LCST phase beh
ior. In both cases the range of the forces is quite lo
compared toRg . For the simulations the range is also give

-

TABLE I. Range of force from Fig. 6~LCST-type! compared to that from
experiments in liquid solvents~UCST-type!.

Detectable range of force, within error bars

Solvent quality
Experimenta

~range/Rg)
Simulationb

~range/Rg)
Simulationc

~range/ 2Rz)

good ~1!d 10 11 2.4
theta~1! 3–4 5 1.2
poor ~2! 11 11–12 2.6–3.6

Range of force at half maximum
poor ~2! 8 8–9 1.9–2.7

aPoly~vinyl-2-pyridine!-b-polystyrene adsorbed onto mica in toluene and c
clohexane.Rg57 nm in a good solvent. UCST-type phase behavior.

bForces are from Fig. 6. Bulk simulations giveRg52.4s in a good solvent.
LCST-type phase behavior.

cRz is the rms end-to-end distance of grafted chains at each solvent co
tion.

d~1!5repulsive force,~2!5attractive force.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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relative to 2Rz of the grafted chains. (Rz, thez-component of
the end-to-end distance on each surface, is a good indic
of layer thickness.! In the good and poor solvent regimes, t
range of the force is more than twice as long as the exten
of the grafted chains. Thus the solvent plays an import
role in mediating the force. However, near the UCSD~theta
density forN→`) the range of the repulsive force is on
about 2Rz , the point at which the chains begin to overlap

The transition from long to short to long ranged forc
while passing from the good to theta to poor solvent regim
can be rationalized by considering the free energy cha
when the surfaces are compressed at constant bulk de
and temperature~Fig. 8!. Also shown areDH* andTDS* ,
whereDH* 5DU* 1P* DV. P* DV is the flow work asso-
ciated with the expulsion of solvent from between the s
faces, given byPb* Dns(1/rb* 21/r i* ). The bulk solvent pres-
sure,Pb* , is taken from an equation of state,27 Dns is the
number of solvent segments squeezed out of the inter
during the compression, andrb* andr i* are the solvent den
sities in the bulk and interface, respectively.T* DS* is found
from the difference betweenDH* andDG* . LFSCF theory
for grafted chains in a compressible solvent shows sim
trends inDH* and T* DS* .14 At rs* 50.39 ~theta solvent!,
where the solvent density between the surfaces is equal to

FIG. 8. ~a! Free energy of interaction,DG* vs separation distance,z, at
T* 51.15 and various bulk densities. The free energy was obtained by
grating the forces in Fig. 6~b!, as described in the text.~b! DH* andTDS*
of interaction vsz at bulk solvent densitiesrs* 50.19 ~poor solvent! 0.39
~UCSD!, and 0.52~good solvent!.
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UCSD ~0.44!, DG* initially does not change as solvent
expelled because the entropic and energetic contributions
balanced@Fig. 8~b!#. The force becomes repulsive only whe
the chains begin to overlap. Thus, at the UCSD, the rang
the force is set by the distance where the grafted chains
each surface touch. At densities below the UCSD,DG* be-
comes negative. In Fig. 8~b! atrs* 50.19, the gain in entropy
due to solvent expansion into the lower density bulk regi
overcomes the loss in enthalpy, due to lost interactions at
lower density.14 During compression of the surfaces, solve
is expelled into the bulk region before the chains attached
each surface begin to touch. The forces become attractiv
a range whereTDS* .DH* , as solvent is expelled from
between the surfaces.

The long range behavior of the attractive force can
further understood by analysis of the bulk LCST phase d
gram. As the surfaces are compressed, the volume fractio
grafted chain segments in the interface,fc, int , increases.
Figure 9~a! presents a schematic of the bulkP–fc phase
diagram, showing the increase infc, int during compression.
At high pressures~high density!, fc, int never crosses into the
two-phase region. The first point where phase separatio
possible is at the critical pressure~UCSD! and critical con-
centration,fc,critical . Simulations of the phase boundary
these 20 segment chains in bulk solution show thatfc,critical

is about 0.24 for a LCST of 1.16, close to ourT* of 1.15.10,11

Figure 9~b! shows the average concentration of graft

e-

FIG. 9. ~a! Schematic of theP–fc bulk phase diagram. Horizontal arrow
represent the increase in interfacial chain segment volume fraction,fc, int ,
as surfaces are compressed.~b! Average chain volume fraction in the grafte
chain simulations,̂ fc, int& vs plate separation,z. The data correspond to
forces in Fig. 6~b! measured atT* 51.15,rs* 50.35~poor solvent!. The bulk
critical concentration, 0.24, is given by the horizontal arrow.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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chains in the simulation box,̂fc, int&, as the surfaces ar
compressed atrs* 50.35 andT* 51.15 ~poor solvent!. The
force becomes detectably attractive just after^fc, int& exceeds
the bulk critical concentration. Thus, the force becomes
tractive at a range where the chain–solvent mixture in
interface passes into an unstable region of the bulk ph
diagram.

At densities above the UCSD, Fig. 8~c! shows that a
repulsive free energy is caused by positiveDH* values.14

Here the gain in entropy (TDS* ) is not sufficient to over-
come the lost interactions as solvent is pushed from betw
the surfaces. The range of the repulsive force is determ
by the separation distance whereDH* .TDS* . The long-
range force is caused by solvent expulsion from the h
density regions surrounding the chains during compres
of the surfaces. Solvent begins to be expelled before
chains on each surface touch. The force is repulsive sinc
is energetically unfavorable to push solvent out of the int
face.

Simulation offers the opportunity to observe structu
quantities not currently available through experiment in
fluids, for example the solvent and chain segment den
distributions in Figs. 10~a! and 10~b!. Consider the solven
distribution in Fig. 10~a!, at a separation just before the forc
becomes detectable. Because there is no wall–solvent at
tion, the density of solvent is very small at the wall. The
are two peaks in the solvent density on each side of
maximum in the chain distribution profile, particularly no

FIG. 10. ~a! Chain and~b! solvent segment density distribution,rc* (z) vs
distance from the wall,z, for grafted chains withra50.1, T* 51.15 and
rs* 50.45, 0.35, and 0.1. The collapse of the grafted chains is note
solvent density is decreased. The solvent density atz50 is enhanced with
respect to the bulk solvent density, particularly just below the solvent c
cal density.
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ticeable atrs* 50.1. These peaks in solvent density reflect t
packing of solvent around the grafted chains. At the low
bulk density of 0.1, the solvent density drops to the bu
value beyond the second peak. There is a higher solv
density immediately surrounding the chain~0.25–0.3! than
in the bulk phase~0.1!, which provides a large driving force
for attraction as the high density solvent is expelled into
bulk, as discussed above. The expansion of lower den
solvent from the middle of the surfaces does not contrib
as much to attraction per solvent molecule. At higher b
densities~0.35 and 0.45!, Fig. 10~a! indicates that the en
hancement of solvent density between the surfaces,
cussed above, persists out to about 6s from the outer edge of
the grafted layer. A local solvent density enhancement
about 6 – 7s was seen in chain–solvent distribution fun
tions from simulations of dilute polymer solutions above t
critical point with the same LJ potential.37 Also, MC simu-
lations of solvent adsorption to an attractive wall,41 showed a
170% excess in solvent density at a distance of 4s from the
wall, at a bulk density of 0.2 andT* 51.15. The number of
excess solvent layers increases further asr* –rc*→0 and as
T* –Tc*→0 because the correlation length of density flu
tuations increases upon approach to the critical poin42

When the correlation length becomes equal to the pore s
excess solvent density may persist throughout the entire
separation, even for large pore sizes.

There is a sharp peak in the chain distribution in F
10~b! at 1s, due to the first layer of grafted segments, fo
lowed by a shoulder at 2s. The peaks are more pronounce
at higher solvent densities, reflecting excluded volume
fects within the first few layers of segments. The tip of t
largest peak, between 3 – 4s, is parabolic and decays with a
exponential tail. This shape is similar to that from previo
simulations in vacuum at the same grafting density.21,23Den-
sity profiles from neutron scattering in liquid solvents
grafting densities similar to ours also indicate a parabo
shape43 and collapse as solvent quality is decreased.44,45 ~In
these scattering experiments, solvent quality was varied
changing the composition of a binary solvent mixture.! In
our case solvent density does not change the general sha
the chain distribution over the density range of 0.1–0.5,
solvent does affect the extension of the grafted chains.
bulk solvent density is lowered, the chains collapse tow
the surface, due to loss of solvent screening within
grafted layer. As the chains collapse, the distribution n
rows, and a high density globular layer is formed. The c
lapse of the distribution explains why, as density is lower
the point where the force@Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!# becomes
strongly repulsive occurs at a closer separation distance.
the globular structure, the surfaces must be brought clo
together before entropic repulsion occurs due to exclu
volume of the overlapping chains.

Because the force is the derivative of the free energy
interaction, the free energy is a minimum at the separa
whereFz50, denoted byz0 . In Figs. 6~a! and 6~b! the at-
tractive minimum grows deeper andz0 shifts to closer sepa
ration distances as density is decreased. The decrease inz0 is
related to the collapse of the grafted chains caused by
expansion of solvent away from the surfaces as densit

as
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decreased. Figure 11 givesR2 and its components for mul
tiple grafted chains atra50.1, along withR2 for a single
grafted chain and for a single chain in bulk solution. T
multiple grafted chains are swollen slightly with respect
the single grafted chain, due to the intersegmental exclu
volume of overlapping chains. For the same reason, the m
tiple grafted chains do not collapse with a reduction in d
sity as much as the single grafted chain. For both the sin
and multiple grafted chains, most of the collapse occurs
low rs* 50.3 and the curves are concave downward, wher
the bulk chain begins to collapse at higher densities i
more linear fashion. The grafted chains resist collapse un
poorer solvent condition than bulk chains, because of
excluded volume of the grafting surface, as was discus
above in Fig. 4~b!. The components ofR2 indicate that the
surface orients the grafted chains so most of the colla
transition occurs normal to the surface. The structure of
force profiles can be related to the end-to-end distance.
perpendicular component,Rz , indicates the average exten
sion of the layer normal to the surface. Thus 2Rz will be an
estimate of the separation where two grafted layers begi
overlap. Values of 2Rz are given in Table II along with the
equilibrium separationz0 , where the force is zero in Figs
6~a! and 6~b!. Interestingly, 2Rz correlates strongly withz0 ,
particularly at low densities. Thus, for solvent densities
low the UCSD, the force becomes repulsive again when
chains on the two surfaces begin to overlap.

FIG. 11. End-to-end distance squared for grafted chains atT* 51.3 at vari-
ous solvent densities. The open symbols refer to a single grafted chain
the solid symbols refer to grafting density ofra50.1. The normal and
perpendicular components ofR2 are included, as well asR2 for a single
chain in bulk solution~dotted line!.

TABLE II. Values of 2Rz ~normal component of end-to-end distance! of
grafted chains andz0 ~separation whereFz becomes equal to zero!.

T* rs* 2Rz(s) z0(s)

1.3 0.31 10.1 11.1
1.3 0.2 9.3 9.9
1.3 0.1 8.2 8.0

1.15 0.35 10.1 12.5
1.15 0.2 8.9 9.9
1.15 0.1 7.9 8.0
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The correspondence between critical flocculation den
and critical solution density of stabilizer chains in bulk sol
tion has been observed in experiments. Poly~ethylhexyl acry-
late! emulsions in SC CO2, stabilized with poly~styrene!-b-
poly~1,1-dihydroperfluorooctyl acrylate!, flocculate at the
UCSD for the fluoroacrylate stabilizer tail~Table III!.16,17

Although block copolymers were used in the experimen
grafted chains are a good model for strongly adsorbed bl
copolymers. In addition, lattice-fluid self-consistent fie
theory for grafted tails and adsorbing copolymers in a sup
critical fluid predicts flocculation at the UCSD for the stab
lizer tails in bulk solution.15 Experiment, theory, and simu
lation yield the same correspondence between floccula
and stabilizer phase behavior. In Table III, there is a syste
atic variation in the value of the CFD from experiment~1.7!,
theory ~1.5!, and simulation~1.4!. This variation in CFD
occurs because the molecular weight of stabilizer emplo
in the experiments~27 000! is higher than the molecula
weight considered in the theory and simulations. Althou
self-consistent field theory provides qualitative insight,
does not fully model the excluded volume of a single cha
and becomes quantitatively correct only when many
sorbed or grafted chains overlap, which screens their s
excluded volume.46 The advantage of simulation is that th
relevant physics of the chains is modeled more correctly

The simulations measure the forces at full equilibriu
which certainly is not true when two colloidal particles co
lide at Brownian velocities in solution. However, forces b
tween mica sheets with adsorbed polymers can be meas
close to equilibrium with the surface forces apparatus.47 For
adsorbed poly~vinyl-2-pyridine!-b-polystyrene (Mw

560 000/60 000) in liquid toluene and cyclohexane, t
forces are repulsive at temperatures above and near the
temperature,Tu , and the forces become attractive at te
peratures belowTu .26,48 The difference betweenTu and the
UCST is often only a few degrees for polymers with molec
lar weights above;104, so it is difficult to say whether
attraction occurs atTu or the UCST. Our simulations indicat
that in a supercritical solvent the flocculation of surfac
coated with grafted polymer occurs at the UCSD for t
same length of stabilizer, rather than at the theta den
~infinite molecular weight!.

nd

TABLE III. Comparison of critical flocculation density from simulations
experiment, and theory atT/Tc'1.05.

System

Critical density of stabilizer
in bulk solution

(r/rc)

Critical
flocculation

density (r/rc)

Experimenta 1.7 1.7
Lattice-fluid self-consistent 1.5 1.5
field theoryb

Simulation~this study! 1.4 1.4

aPoly~ethyl hexyl acrylate! emulsion in CO2 stabilized with PS-b-PFOA at
T545 °C, Refs. 16, 17.

bCopolymer and grafted stabilizers, Ref. 15.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The force between surfaces coated with grafted po
mers has been calculated in an explicit supercritical solv
and related to the phase behavior of chains in bulk solut
The critical flocculation density, where the force becom
negative, corresponds to the previously simulated11 upper
critical solution density of the stabilizer chains in bulk sol
tion. The UCSD is also equal to the coil-to-globule transiti
density of a single stabilizer chain in bulk solution.11 The
binary attractive and repulsive interactions effectively can
at the CFD, the bulk UCSD, and the bulk C-GTD. This co
relation between flocculation and stabilizer phase behavio
bulk is in agreement with experimental observations in ne
and supercritical fluids,16,17,49and LFSCF theory.15 The bulk
UCSD which correlates with the CFD is for a finite molec
lar weight stabilizer, not an infinitely long stabilizer~theta
density!.

Near the critical point of the pure solvent, the solve
density between the surfaces is enhanced relative to the
density. This effect is analogous to the enhancement of lo
density around solutes in supercritical solutions and the
sorption of supercritical fluids in pores. Local solvent dens
enhancement resists expansion of solvent into the bulk
enhances colloidal stability near the solvent critical poi
Flocculation does not occur until the enhanced density
tween the surfaces is below the bulk UCSD. This effect m
be important for enhancing the stability imparted by sh
stabilizers (Mw'1000), which provide stabilization at low
densities in supercritical CO2, e.g., atr* /rc* 51.4 in this
study. Since longer stabilizers (Mw525 000) commonly
used in experiments16,17,49have much higher UCSDs, loca
solvent density enhancement is small and contributes l
added stability.

As solvent bulk density is lowered at constant surfa
separation, solvent between the surfaces expands into
bulk region to increase the system entropy. With less solv
present to screen attractive chain interactions, the gra
chains collapse as solvent density is lowered through
UCSD, in analogy with chain collapse in bulk solutions. F
this reason the steep repulsive force, which occurs w
chains on opposing surfaces begin to touch, moves to cl
distances as density is decreased.

The range of the interaction force from the simulatio
at the LCST phase boundary is similar to that measured w
the surface forces apparatus for surfaces bearing adso
copolymer in a liquid solvent~UCST phase boundary!.26 The
long range of the forces in a good solvent has been pr
ously explained in terms of the extension of the highly ov
lapping chains.26 Whereas the extension of the grafted cha
has not been measured experimentally, it has been d
mined in our simulations. The chain extension explanat
does not describe the variation from long, to short, to lo
range force in good, theta, and poor solvents, respectivel
chain extension alone was responsible, one would not ex
a long-range attractive force in a poor solvent, where
chains are collapsed. Our simulations show that solvent
diates the force in good and poor solvents, even at ran
much greater than the chain extension. As the surfaces
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compressed, solvent expulsion from between the surfaces
termines the sign and range of the free energy of interact
When the density between the surface is above the UCS
is energetically unfavorable to push solvent out of the h
density regions in the interface. At densities below t
UCSD, it is entropically favorable to expel solvent into th
lower density bulk region. At the critical solution density fo
finite molecular weight~theta solvent for infinite molecula
weight! the competing entropic and enthalpic contributio
due to solvent expulsion cancel, and the force becomes
pulsive only when the grafted chains begin to overlap.
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